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     DBMExecutive 9.01 

President’s Note: 

It’s been a year since my last journal article.  A lot has happened since then.  First off, Doug Dedman has 
rejoined DBM.  Doug was a big part of building our S&OP consulting practice and has spent the last four 

years at Steelwedge Software, leading a team delivering the technology side of Demand Planning and S&OP.  
I’m excited to have him back and I’m sure you will hear from him soon in the DBMExecutive. 

Secondly, I’ve finally published my first book, Sales and Operations Planning: How to run and S&OP process 
everyone understands.  My goal with the book was to provide a how-to approach that goes beyond just 
running the process, but looks at how to present and interpret the data in a way that engages senior 

leadership so that they can use S&OP to run the business. 

For this DBMExecutive article I cover how you should set goals and measure the effectiveness of your S&OP 
process.  Of the three types of measurements you should be doing, this is the one that is often overlooked.  

Process, or the “are you doing the right things”, measurement can be done with a periodic assessment.  
Results, or the “are we getting the business benefits we are looking for”, measurement is often tied to KPIs 
that exist outside of S&OP.  In between this is the “are we doing the right things right” measurement.  This 
article will give you some specific ideas on how to do this and the type of results you should be expecting. 

It’s good to be back.  Enjoy the article.  Look for Doug’s article in our 
next edition and if you want more reading before then, look for my book at 
Amazon.com. 

      -Duncan 

 

http://www.dbmsys.com/
mailto:dmcleod@dbmsys.com
http://www.amazon.com/Operations-Planning-Process-Everyone-Understands/dp/0995039100/ref=sr_1_11?ie=UTF8&qid=1459520183&sr=8-11&keywords=duncan+mcleod
http://www.amazon.com/Operations-Planning-Process-Everyone-Understands/dp/0995039100/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1461283509&sr=8-1&keywords=duncan+mcleod#productDetails
http://www.amazon.com/Operations-Planning-Process-Everyone-Understands/dp/0995039100/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1461325824&sr=8-1&keywords=duncan+mcleod
http://www.amazon.com/Operations-Planning-Process-Everyone-Understands/dp/0995039100/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1461325824&sr=8-1&keywords=duncan+mcleod
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There is also a story to be found by tracking the trend of a specific measurement within a family. In the 
following graph, you can see the booking results for a family. The grey area on the left half of the chart is 
history and the white area to the right is the future plan. The red lines represent the previous month plan plus 
and minus the tolerance, which in this case, is 20%. The blue line represents the actual results in the grey 
section and represents the new plan in the white section.  

 

This chart gives a 
summarized visual overview 

of how well the S&OP 
process is running. It should 
be covered at the beginning 

of every Executive S&OP 
Meeting. 
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Is your S&OP process working? In this issue of the DBMExecutive I will cover three basic 
measurements that will answer this question: Bookings Performance, Shipment Performance and Supply 
Performance. I refer to them as the three S&OP Effectiveness Measurements.  

As each month is closed, you get a chance to compare the actual performance during that month to the 
plan that was created in the previous month. If the actual was within the tolerance bandwidth of the plan it was 
a good month. If it was outside the bandwidth then it was not a good month. 

The chart below is an example of a summary presentation of S&OP effectiveness. If a cell is green, the 
actual results were within tolerance for that month and a red cell means they were not. For example, the 
bookings for Family 1 were outside of the tolerance range in January, February, March, June and August. They 
were within tolerance the other seven months. Family 2 was not reported until March and Family 3 was not 
reported until April. 

 

 

If You Can’t Measure It, You Can’t Manage it! 
 

By: Duncan McLeod 
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When the blue line goes outside of the red lines, the process is out of tolerance. You can see that the 
results were out of tolerance in March, June and November (these results will show as red cells on the 
summary chart). You can also see that the future plan is going out of tolerance in June. Notice that the 
tolerance bandwidth opens up in the future, as this family has more planning flexibility beyond the first two 
future months. 

This example is also indicating a bias in the future plan. In general, all of the months are higher in the 
new plan than they were in the old plan. The next graph shows the same presentation with the addition of a 
trend line for the new plan. Bias can have a cumulative effect on the supply chain but that is a topic for another 
article.  

So, now we have the question of how to establish tolerance levels. Obviously, the wider the tolerance 
bandwidth, the easier it will be to stay in tolerance. In the field of Statistical Process Control, the upper and 
lower control limits (the red lines) are determined based on the demonstrated capability of the process. While 
there is a standard SPC logic to calculate the control limits, I just use a rough rule of thumb for setting the 
tolerance based on one failure in the last 12 months.  

In the previous example, we had a demonstrated performance of three failures in the last 12 months. 
This would indicate that the tolerances are too tight based on the existing capabilities. If we open the tolerance 
up to plus or minus 25 % there would have only been one failure. The next graph shows this: 
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Now we only have one failure or out of tolerance condition (June) in the past 12 months. Plus or minus 
25% is closer to our real capability of forecasting bookings one month in the future. To address this increase in 
tolerance you will need to adjust your supply chain strategy. You might decide to increase your buffer inventory 
or extend your lead-times when you have higher than expected booking months. The tolerances are real and 
you have to plan for this variability. 

To change the tolerances you have to change the process. If you develop better planning processes 
and demonstrate tighter results, then you will be able to tighten the tolerances. They are what they are until 
you improve, so plan for the variability. 

 

If your S&OP process is 
mature and you have 

addressed the tolerance 
issues, the summary chart 
should look something like 

this: 

 

 

Here is a quick review: 

1. Set initial tolerances. The tolerances for bookings are usually greater than the tolerances for shipments, 

which in turn are greater than the tolerances for supply or production.  

2. Measure actual bookings, shipments and supply (production) against the tolerances and graph the 

results. 

3. Display the results in a summary chart with red and green cells like I’ve shown you.  

4. After 12 months, rework the tolerances based on the last 12 months of demonstrated performance. If 

you improve the process, you should be able to tighten the tolerance but until then, you need to plan for 

the demonstrated variability. 

This will give you a good starting point for measuring if your S&OP process is working. Give it a try and feel 
free to contact me if you have any questions at dmcleod@dbmsys.com.  

 
What readers are saying about 

 Sales and Operations Planning: How to run an S&OP process everyone understands 
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“The example case that threads through the book 
guides you one step at a time up to a finished 
plan. The workbook layout makes it easy to follow 
along and understand. You need this book if you 
want to actually put your S&OP theory into 
practice.” 

“I wish I had this book when I started my own 
journey with S&OP. It would have been a great 
guidebook through the process. I think I would 
have made it required reading for the key players 
in my S&OP team.” 

“ Duncan McLeod takes a complex process and helps the rest of us understand 
these important techniques. More importantly, this book helps the rest of the 
organization understand how critical Sales and Operations Planning is to them.” 

For corporate bundle pricing of the book, please contact admin@dbmsys.com 

mailto:dmcleod@dbmsys.com
http://www.amazon.com/Operations-Planning-Process-Everyone-Understands/dp/0995039100/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1461325824&sr=8-1&keywords=duncan+mcleod
mailto:admin@dbmsys.com?subject=Corporate%20Pricing%20of%20S%26OP%20Book

